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NDA Interview Questions And Answers Today many of the youngsters dream to serve their nation by being the part of
our armed forces. Aspirants who are preparing to appear for NDA / NA Interview in the upcoming month will have to
undergo through rigorous phases.

If, you are going to appear for interview, you should have detailed information about the organization.
Interviewer asked this question, so you should give the perfect and impressive answer. Candidates, who
passed their 12th class and attending NDA interview, they must have entire knowledge about the organization.
At this time, interviewer is examining your personality. If you say, you come here with a particular reason,
this type of answer, definitely, will be effective for your personality. So, you can decide before attend SSB
interview. Never say that, it is a choice your parents that you will be become an officer. It will be reflected
your personality. Normally, this types of questions, asked in NDA Interview. Firstly, interviewer will ask to
you, why do you want to join Indian air force? So, you must give a particular answer. Some participants
answer that, they would like to serve for their country and some aspirants say that, uniform of Indian air force
makes them feel proud and many applicants say that, money is also purpose to join Indian Armed Forces.
Definitely, you did special preparation for SSB, so tell him, Yes sir. I am ready to give answers to your
questions. What Are Your Strengths? This is the most asked question in which interviewee has to tell about
his or her best ability like knowledge base strengths computer skill, technical ability etc , Personal ability
flexibility, dedication, punctuality, leading ability etc and transferable skills planning, analytical skills etc. It is
the favorite question of recruiting panel and asked to know about weakness of candidate. Main thing to
remember while answer this que stionto not to tell your personal weakness. You must answer of it in positive
way and with a better overcome option. While going for NDA interview you must know answer of this
question otherwise you must be disqualified. General of Indian army â€” Mr. You must be prepared for this
question as you have decided your career in defence. You must have a proper and realistic reason that what is
you motivation or why you have decided to join National Defence Academy. Most regularly raised query for
NDA NA applicants during the individual meeting is why you want to be a part of defense sector. As the
applicants will be participating in their first meeting, this query is the most predicted query. So you need to get
ready your purpose properly. Few applicants say that they want to work for the nation and few say that the
dress Standard uniform feels them pleased and proud, for few applicants cash is also purpose behind becoming
a member of Native Indian Armed Forces. If an applicant is coming for an interview, interview panel member
will anticipate the applicant to know about the association. So this query may be thrown up during the SSB
meeting by the official getting your personal interview. So before coming for the interview, you must know
few details. Instead, the meeting with official is trying to analyze your character. If you say you will not come
back without a justification, it will indicate badly on your character. Now he may reverse you by saying that if
you do not get into then what?
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+ NDA interview questions and answers for freshers and experienced. NDA technical job interview questions of various
companies and by job positions.

Applicants who want to enhance their career in defence sector applied for National Defence Academy and
Naval Academy Examination. Interview round is the toughest as the directly questions are asked and one have
to answer very clearly too all questions, thus we have also provided secret tips to Crack NDA Interview.
Applicants wondering to know which type of question will be asked, then check this page thoroughly which is
well maintained regarding NDA Interview Questions and Answers. Here, we are introducing Ms. With the
help of these tips, you will also crack NDA Interview as she did. Here is Shivani Verma who has been selected
in Indian Navy after successfully qualifying Prelims, Mains and interview after hard work and lots of practice.
As I had an interview so I was nervous in beginning. But it was quiet interesting and inspiring so my first
opinion is not to worry or get nervous all you need to do is to stay positive and confident. Believe me If you
answers the question confidently with understanding you will also be able to clear the interview as me. You
can learn a lot from my experienceâ€¦. Here is my brief interview â€” Name: Indian In the beginning in knock
the door asked to come in nervously, interview panel asked me very asked me to come inside, then I wished
the interview panel and technical experts and they asked to take a seat. It is sure if you sure that If you are
going for interview you must have detailed information about that. Interviewer asked this question, to observe
you how much you are known about your job or organization for which you are going to be posted. So, you
should give the perfect and impressive answer. If you are attending NDA interview, then you must have entire
knowledge about it. So, candidates must express your interest for defence. By asking these type questions,
Interviewer is examining your personality and confidence so handle these type of questions maturely a
particular reason and answer that definitely, it will leave impressive effective of your personality. Firstly,
interviewer will ask to you, why do you want to join Indian air force? So, you must give a particular answer
and these types of question are normally asked. So give impressive answer which also impresses the IO like
you want to serve the country uniform of Indian air force makes feel proud and so on. Give positive answer
and say Yes sir. I have prepared SSB interview from various resources including current issues, studying
magazines, getting guidelines from sites especially devoted for SSB like SSB chink. Though this answer,
interviewer will realize that you have made effort lot for this interview. Through this type of questions
interview wants to know about your strength in various filed such as computer skill, technical ability Personal
ability such as flexibility, dedication, punctuality, leading ability transferable skills like planning, analytical
skills etc. The question is asked not to judge your weakness by to know how honest you are and how you will
overcome in weak situation. Must remember one thing while answer this question that not to tell your personal
weakness your answer should be positive and with better overcome option. These types of question will be
asked to check the general knowledge while going for NDA interview you must have knowledge about this
otherwise you must be disqualified. General of Indian army â€” Mr. If you decided to enhance career in
defence than you must have proper and realistic reason which motivates you to join Indian defence sector.
Some Question related personal life: Interviewer may ask the question about personal life like your
background, education, family, friends, extra activities, hobbies etc. So also prepare for such type of questions
are as follows and turn tough questions into softballs. Tell me something about your city How would you
organize football match, even, birthday party etc Check leadership quality What your father and mother do?
What is your weakness? Do you have any girlfriend? Why should we hire you: So I have asked you many
questions? Do you have any questions to ask? Did you take any responsibility work in your academics? Some
Technical practical knowledge questions: Afterwards interviewer will asked the question form Technical part
and your practical knowledge questioning like: Are diabetic candidates eligible to become officers in NDA?
No, diabetic candidates are not eligible to become officers in NDA Question 2: What do you know about
Indian army, air force, and navy? Indian army, air force, and navy is the three cadre services of defence sector.
What are the ranks of Indian army, air force and navy?
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It is the toughest examination and their there is a huge rush fort it too. To prepare better, a candidate must study through
best tricks. Here we are providing NDA Interview Questions and Answers for making your preparation fully completed.

There were only who got recommended. In , there were approximately students who get on to the level of
interview and only got the final selection. We have statistics of so many more years which will shock you
badly. Have you ever thought that who are those 1 percent students who got to make the final selection? What
actually they do? They neither panic, nor they are chilled out. The balance become the reason of their success.
The percentage of final selected candidates is so less because so many are there who quit in the middle and
thus, the remaining ones make the final selection. All you need is to understand that pattern to clear this
interview that has four sections. The first is introductory part in which they will ask you some general
questions, only the basic ones. After that, the level of questions is raised up to usual questions regarding some
real life situations. Introduction questions The one of those basic questions which are asked by the Interviewer
to make you feel comfortable and relax. The easy questions just to examine the level of your confidence. This
section comprises of the questions regarding your name, your place, your friends, family, etc. Your Approach
for these kind of questions should be honest, lucid, truthful and more than anything, optimistic. It is really very
easy to answer these introduction questions but the big deal is to answer them in an optimistic way. Usual
questions This section comprises of two kind of questions. The first, Rapid Fire questions and the second,
Stress Questions. They may repeat a question again and again to irritate you, or may present a stressful and
hard situations to check your ability to tackle different situations. And questions regarding your Hobbies, extra
curricular activities to test your team spirit and leadership qualities and to examine candidate that how he
handle tasks, sport or some situation. The questions in this section are asked on the basis of your answer in
introduction part. The depth of knowledge and your way to tackle problems are examined in this section. Try
to analyse the questions properly and then give a logical answer. Some history and currents affairs of the
nation and all around the world can be asked. Tell them 5 current news from the newspaper. Along with the
questions, we find it as our duty to aware the students on the approach they should apply to answer those
questions in the interview round. Why you have only applied for Army and Navy? IO asked you this question
because he want to know your foresightedness, self-motivation, awareness about the profession, desire to
accomplish as a leader and your vision for future personal growth. You have to give a positive answer with
showcasing all your positive aspects. There should not be even a tinge of doubt in your answer. What do you
think why were you not recommended in previous attempts? Here, interviewer wants to know that whether
you are well aware of your own drawback or not. And what have you don to improve them. He wants to know
that how critical analyses you have did in your present level of preparedness. Generally, to this question,
candidates start counting their mistakes. This is an absolutely wrong way to deal with the question. Instead,
you need to focus on your improvements from the last attempt. You can highlight that your performance
during the ongoing SSB has been fairly satisfactory as per your own judgement. Respected Sir, I realize that in
previous attempts, my physical strength and speaking skills were inadequate. In fact, so many responses of
mine lack down by every means. But, i can assure you that from last 5 months, i am working on it. And now, i
am so much more confident about myself. In fact, in this attempt, i felt a major change in my performance and
realized the value of knowledge. Why do you want to join the defence forces? Here, the interviewer is
expecting you to define your passion for defence service. He want to examine that whether you are just an
another job seeker or you are really a passionate aspirant. All you have to do is to be yourself. Yes, this is it.
Try to give answer from the innermost part of your heart. Sir, I do believe that Defence services is not just a
job but it is a way of life. It is one of the most dignified way to lead the best ever life and to serve the nation. I
have an extreme interest in adventure and sports and thus i want to work in this area of field. Will you come
back again for SSB interview if you fail this time? He want to check out your confidence. He is asking this
question because he want to see the level of your nervousness. Try to reply calmly and confidently with a
positive attitude, and fill your answer with your passion. I have come here for a reason so i cannot quit and
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will definitely come back. After all success is sure if efforts are true. Do you have a girlfriend? Here, the
interviewer want to know that how focused you are towards your goal and what are the topmost priorities of
your life. First of all, be truthful. Honesty is always the best policy. If you have a girlfriend then tell them in a
tactful way. Like, you can say, yes i have a girlfriend and she is very supportive and encourages me for
defence services all the time. Even, today, she wished me all the luck for this SSB interview. I have so many
friends of school and college. Some are males and some are females. They all are very good. But, i have no
such relationship with some particular girl. My first priority is armed forces and i want to make career in it.
For now, i am totally devoted to it. Tell me something about the place you belong to? Here, the IO want to
examine your observation power. He wants to check that whether you are keen and focused toward different
things or not. You can include the geographical location, approximate population and some specific features
and specialties of that place. I belongs to Dehradun for an instance. Dehradun is a valley situated on the
foothills of the Himalayas. Being a capital of Uttarakhand, the city has all the government facilities, proper
schooling accommodation, hospital facilities, etc. Tell me about your strengths and weaknesses. How are you
doing with them? With this question, interviewer like to know that how much you actually know yourself.
And how much efforts you are putting in to improve yourself. You have to answer very tactfully to this
question, neither you have to appreciate yourself beyond limits, nor you have to keep criticizing. Sir, every
person have some qualities and some limitations so as me. I do have skills in Computer education and
technical work. I believe in punctuality and honesty. But, at the same time, i am full of flaws and i am
constantly working to improve them. And i must say that each and everyday, i am turning into a better person.
I know, once i will be selected here, i will get better chances to acquire more good habits. Tell me your
motivation behind opting NDA? This question is always asked to examine your intense passion for defence
services. Interview Officer wants to know that how much blood you can shed for your ambition. You have to
give a genuine answer by truly describing your passion for defence Service. Never say something like, you can
die for your country or anything like that. They are not paying you to die on the battle field. You can say that
your parents are the true motivation. They encourage you all the time to serve the country. Sir, my father is an
ex serviceman in Indian Army. From my childhood, whenever i saw him in uniform, i felt an intense respect
and urge to do the same.
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NDA Interview Questions and Answers. After qualifying NDA NA Examination, participants will proceed towards final lap
"SSB Interview". IF candidate is aware about which types of NDA Interview Questions and Answers would be asked in
exam, then one might be able to answer more confidently.

Why are you willing to join Army? Most regularly raised query for NDA NA applicants during the individual
meeting is why you want to be a part of defense sector. As the applicants will be participating in their first
meeting, this query is the most predicted query. So you need to get ready your purpose properly. Few
applicants say that they want to work for the nation and few say that the dress Standard uniform feels them
pleased and proud, for few applicants cash is also purpose behind becoming a member of Native Indian
Armed Forces. Can you give the ranks of Air force or for Army and Navy? Selection of the cadre is bit
challenging for the science students as they feel more responsible to the post compared to the Arts Students.
Candidates who prefer to join NDA should come prepared to give the correct answers to the questions shot by
the NDA officials during interview. These support the candidates to get selected for the SSB meetings and
personal Interview process. What is IOR give a brief of it? The celebration of Air Force Day was started from
the year as its prime responsibility in terms of security and to carry aerial warfare in the clash time. What do
you know about the AGNI missile? Agni missile is nothing but solid fueled Intercontinental ballistic missile
which has expanded Indians to reach km away strike targets. Do you know about the Indo-Pak Wars and the
reason behind them? There are numerous reasons behind the war between India and Pakistan one among them
is Kashmir Problem. When both the countries got independence Kashmir was under Maharaja Hari Singh who
happens to be the Hindu ruler though Kashmir is a Muslim dominated area. At that time Pakistan has sent its
tribal armies near the capital state Srinagar. Hence from then there was war between India and Pakistan.
Sharing River waters is also one among the disputes between two countries. What is the job of a pilot and
define the significance of G-Force? G- Force is nothing but an attractive force caused due to gravity by the
acceleration of one by other object. What are you if you are not into NDA and define why you choose army? I
prefer to be a part of NDA as it is a place to learn how to perform well by handling pressures along with the
self-satisfaction of serving Mother India. It is best opportunity to build best career and be fit till death kisses
you in person.
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Candidates who have completed inter are eligible for NDA jobs. if you want to select in the interview be prepared by
looking into National Defence Academy job interview questions and answers given at our page.

IF candidate is aware about which types of NDA Interview Questions and Answers would be asked in exam,
then one might be able to answer more confidently. NDA Interview is the toughest stage among three
recruitment stages as direct and tricky questions will be asked, and one to respond directly. But only few were
manage to takes themselves at final SSB interview stage. But qualifying NDA Interview is not so easy; SSB
interview focuses to check aptitude and personality of a prospective aspirant, therefore one has to proof their
eligibility. Selection panel takes period of 5 days to choose most deserving applicants for the post. Check all
NDA Interview Questions and Answers, by reading this entire page which is well created by the expert team
member of www. So keep continue this page of www. If, you are going to appear for interview, you should
have detailed information about the organization. Interviewer asked this question, so you should give the
perfect and impressive answer. Candidates, who passed their 12th class and attending NDA interview, they
must have entire knowledge about the organization. Candidates, who had arts and commerce, they can answer
easily this question but those candidates, who had belong science it becomes tough to answer. At this time,
interviewer is examining your personality. If you say, you come here with a particular reason, this type of
answer, definitely, will be effective for your personality. So, you can decide before attend SSB interview.
Never say that, it is a choice your parents that you will be become an officer. It will be reflected your
personality. Normally, this types of questions, asked in NDA Interview. Firstly, interviewer will ask to you,
why do you want to join Indian air force? So, you must give a particular answer. Some participants answer
that, they would like to serve for their country and some aspirants say that, uniform of Indian air force makes
them feel proud and many applicants say that, money is also purpose to join Indian Armed Forces. Definitely,
you did special preparation for SSB, so tell him, Yes sir. I am ready to give answers to your questions. After
this answer, interviewer will feel that, you have effort a lot for this interview. This is the most asked question
in which interviewee has to tell about his or her best ability like knowledge base strengths computer skill,
technical ability etc , Personal ability flexibility, dedication, punctuality, leading ability etc and transferable
skills planning, analytical skills etc. It is the favorite question of recruiting panel and asked to know about
weakness of candidate. Main thing to remember while answer this que stionto not to tell your personal
weakness. You must answer of it in positive way and with a better overcome option. While going for NDA
interview you must know answer of this question otherwise you must be disqualified. So this time â€” General
of Indian army â€” Mr. You must be prepared for this question as you have decided your career in defence.
You must have a proper and realistic reason that what is you motivation or why you have decided to join
National Defence Academy. Is diabetic person is eligible to become officers in NDA? No, diabetic person is
not eligible to become NDA officers Question 3: What do you know about Indian army, air force, and navy?
Indian army, air force, and navy are the 3 cadre services of defence sector. How would you organize football
match, even, birthday party etc Check leadership quality Answer: Give this answer very smartly to impress
interviewer as they wants to check your leadership and management quality Question 5: What are the ranks of
Indian army, air force and navy? The rank of Indian army, air force and navy are as follows from top to
bottom- Army.
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While every assessment is same and the preparation for it is the same too, here are some sample tricky NDA SSB
interview questions that you might face in the interview and tips/sample answers to tackle them.

It is the toughest examination and their there is a huge rush fort it too. To prepare better, a candidate must
study through best tricks. You must read below for most frequently asked questions. If you have any doubt
regarding SSB and its interview then this page of privatejobshub. Get Registration Information Here: Also a
meeting with administrator would like to know whether you will precede your pursuit for becoming an officer
or not. So reply very properly against this query. So choose it before SSB meeting about your further learning.
Never try to say that you will be a part of whatever course your dad chooses for you. It will keep bad impact
about you. Why do you want to join defence? Most regularly raised query for NDA NA applicants during the
individual meeting is why you want to be a part of defense sector. As the applicants will be participating in
their first meeting, this query is the most predicted query. So you need to get ready your purpose properly.
Few applicants say that they want to work for the nation and few say that the dress Standard uniform feels
them pleased and proud, for few applicants cash is also purpose behind becoming a member of Native Indian
Armed Forces. As NDA NA applicants have the choice to select solutions by providing the choice at the time
of filling the applying form. For artistry and business learners, it becomes easy to rationalize the query but for
science learners it becomes little bit challenging to response. What is the role of defence forces in our country?
If an applicant is coming for an interview, interview panel member will anticipate the applicant to know about
the association. So this query may be thrown up during the SSB meeting by the official getting your personal
interview. So before coming for the interview, you must know few details. Will you come back again for SSB
interview if you fail this time? Instead, the meeting with official is trying to analyze your character. If you say
you will not come back without a justification, it will indicate badly on your character. What if you do not get
recommended this time? Now he may reverse you by saying that if you do not get into then what? Did you do
any special preparation for SSB? So tell him that yes sir I have practiced for SSB from various resources like
studying guides on present matters, studying magazines, getting guidelines from sites especially devoted for
SSB like SSB chink. In brief you have to make him feel that you have effort a lot for this interview. The
usually questioning starts from questions like â€” Tell us about yourself? Tell something about your place,
where you came from? Tell something that you like most about your native? After such questions Interview
starts moving toward general questions and it also get a rapid fire questioning that makes stress to candidates.
What are your hobbies? Tell about 3 of your strengths and weaknesses? Can you work under pressure? What
are you goals in life? What are your outside interests? What was the toughest decision you ever have to make?
Differentiate between confidence and over-confidence in your words? Where do you see yourself in 5 years
from now? Why should we hire you? Afterwards it reaches to the Technical part and your practical knowledge
questioning like: Different tests are conducted on each day and candidates can check the day wise selection
process from here: On the very first day candidates must have to report to the SSB centre. Based on these
tests, result is prepared by the selection committee and then selected candidates are sent for further process.
Personal Interview in SSB: So be prepared with such questions that are normally asked. Some of them are
mentioned above that you can practice. Candidates must take the following points on consideration at the time
of interview: Make the first impression through your look and your body language. Be confident and
optimistic in your answer. Be honest and explain clearly your ideas and issue you talking on. Try to give some
examples in enhancing the explanation of your answer. Keep a voice tone with positive and assertiveness.
Make sure that interviewer is getting right what you want to explain. Try to prepare neat and clean answer. If
you have any query or doubt then you can ask it freely to our experts by writing us in the below given
comment box and we will solve your query and reply you with satisfactory answer as soon as possible. Take
more help from these Preparation Tips.
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Most of the NDA aspirants have attended through their SSBs. Some have achieved success while some had faced
rejection. Don't lose your confidence. Always remember "Life is all about a second chance." But this time, don't repeat
the same mistakes which you have done this time. To help all the.

Some candidates achieved success while some had faced rejection in this round. You must read below for
most frequently asked questions. On this page of recruitmentresult. Initially screening test and then second
level consist of three sub tests including psychology test, Group Testing Officers GTO test and personal
interview. The initial screening test is conducted for examining the aspirants on intellectual basis and this test
also includes verbal as well as non-verbal questions followed by PPDT tests picture perception test and
discussion. In accordance for getting appointed in Indian navy and other armed forces an individual must
prepare effectively to crack SSB interview. At this point of tim4e you are required to be ready with a logical
answer. For candidates belonging to arts and commerce background, it becomes quite simple to give reason
for the question but for science background candidates it becomes slightly tough to answer. So, aspirants must
be fully prepared for such type of questions to answer. Interview Preparation Tips Question No. This type of
questions may also be asked by the interviewer to the candidate who is appearing for SSB interview for the
first time. But you need not to be worry at this point of time as he is not indicating that he is failing you this
time. Instead, it is the way to examine your personality. If you say you will return with a logical reason, it will
reflect a positive point on your personality. Participant appearing for SSB interview must know about the
organization for which he is interviewing. So this question may be picked by the interviewer during the NDA
interview. So before attending the NDA interview, candidates must be acquainted with a few details of
organization. An interviewer would also like to identify whether you will keep on your quest for becoming an
officer or not. So reply very cautiously this question. So decide it prior to SSB interview about your future
planning. Never say that you will go for the course that your father decides for you. It will leave dreadful
impression on the interviewer. Interview Questions and Answers Question No. This question can be asked to
the candidates who have already attended the SSB interview in the previous years. So candidates must take
care about that they should not blame the SSB team for their failure. It will leave a negative impression about
you. Accept your weakness and try to convince that you have prepared well this time. This question would be
asked to check your genuineness for the post. So candidates must answer this question by telling in short about
their preparation strategy like reading books on current affairs , reading newspapers etc. In short you have to
make him believe that you have worked very hard for your SSB. Even the use of scientific analysis is done for
testing the individual. The usually questioning starts from questions like â€” Tell us about yourself? Tell
something about your place, where you came from? Tell something that you like most about your native?
After such questions Interview starts moving toward general questions and it also get a rapid fire questioning
that makes stress to candidates. What are your hobbies? Tell about 3 of your strengths and weaknesses? Can
you work under pressure? What are you goals in life? What are your outside interests? What was the toughest
decision you ever have to make? Differentiate between confidence and over-confidence in your words? Where
do you see yourself in 5 years from now? Why should we hire you? Afterwards it reaches to the Technical part
and your practical knowledge questioning like: Other Questions which can be asked: What are some of the
important operations of the Indian army? Tell us about the Indo-Pak Wars? What is its significance to a pilot?
Any responsible post held during your education at the institution Subjects you liked most and those you did
not like at all, why? What are further options if not army , why,? Why ARMY, since when liked army? Why
do you want to join the defense forces, if not defense other options, how did you come to the conclusion that
you want to join the forces. Did you try for NDA, why not succeeded? So be prepared with such questions that
are normally asked. Some of them are mentioned above that you can practice. Candidates must take the
following points on consideration at the time of interview: Make the first impression through your look and
your body language. Be confident and optimistic in your answer. Be honest and explain clearly your ideas and
issue you talking on. Try to give some examples in enhancing the explanation of your answer. Keep a voice
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tone with positive and assertiveness. Make sure that interviewer is getting right what you want to explain. Try
to prepare neat and clean answer. Interview of NDA is a 5 day procedure. Candidates can check the day wise
selection process from here: Based on these tests, result is prepared by the selection committee and then
selected candidates are sent for further process. One of the most important tip for cracking any interview that
you might have heard of several times and will possibly remain true to the core. Keeping the right and positive
attitude for life helps the individual for getting more confident throughout.
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NDA Interview Questions with Answers: 1. Why are you willing to join Army? Most regularly raised query for NDA NA
applicants during the individual meeting is why you want to be a part of defense sector.

C and its certificate range then N. Just practice these questions with your own answers. Who named you like
this? What is your nick name? Tel the other names related to same meaning of your name? Are you sure with
your answer? Are you sure with your reply? What is the name of your family and its meaning? If it is
apartment type, what are the functions you have celebrated in common? Tel about the type of people in your
native? Which type of occupation they are doing? Tel the population of your town, city, village? Tel the things
which you want to improve in your city, town, village and why? Which you like more and Why? Any other
special history on your date of birth? If you mention some other language other than Hindi? Do you have
friends from all Religions? What is your view over caste system in our country? What is your view in quota
system in country? Do you have a girl friend? If yes, what she says about you? What you like in her? Does she
allows you to join in Army, Navy, Airforce? Have you told to her about your arrival to interview? How much
pocket money you got in your college days and how much you utilized. How much loan you have for your
whole family? Have you started to support your family economically? If yes means, how? If you have loan for
your education or family, what are the steps you have taken to settle that loan, as a responsible son? If you are
the elder one, what you taught to your younger ones? If you are the younger one, what you have learnt from
your elder one? If you are the middle, then you may get both the above questions? Tel the good thing and bad
thing about your siblings? Whom you like more and why? Why there is decrease in the mark level and what
you did to over come those difficulty. Which subject you like more and why Which subject you dont like and
why Achievements in the study Tel special thing about your school and college Which teacher you like most
why Which teacher you dont like and why Why you have chosen to study this branch Whether you chosen the
particular brach of study by self or by others compulsion Parents Why there is some gap in studies between
intercollege and graduation. How you improved the percentage from tenth to twelth and wat are steps you
taken to achieve this. If you scored less marks in twelveth than in tenth, the question is What are the steps you
have taken to overcome this decrease in percentage not to continue in graduation. If you are declared
medically unfit in interview, what you will do? Tel your job description? How you got this job? What are the
difficulties you are facing in your job? In case if you have any issues, to whom you will report? If you have
difficulties in your job, how you will overcome those difficulties? How much you are saving from your
income? What your co workers will say about you What you say about your boss What your boss say about
you Tel about your company or organization Why you left your previous job What you like most in your job
What you dont like in you job Why are you leaving the present job 17 Co- Curricular or Extra Curricular
activities such as N. C What you have learnt from N. C 18 Hobbies and Interests: Why you are choosing short
service commission? Tel the reason for this. How many friends you got in this selection. What are the things
you learnt from your previous and present selection? Which thing you like in your close friend and why. How
you will help your friend or helped your friend any good moments. Business Management Interview
Questions::
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Candidates who are going to attend NDA exam in can find the full details on NDA Syllabus for general ability test and
mathematics papers, also we have mentioned few basic NDA SSB Interview questions.

Also here you can check some tips, which will be helpful for you to crack interview. We, the team of indguru.
Mostly the first question after introduction is the why do you want to be part of Indian Defense. As it is the
most common question, so you need to be prepare for this. You need to be confident with your answer. Some
say that they want to do something for their nation and motherland while some say that they like the standard
and image of the Army Officers and also want to earn same from them. Say yes sir and tell them how you
prepared for SSB Interview. You can say that you took help from study guides, magazines and also online
sites like SSB chink for preparing. You have to make them feel that you did so many efforts for making your
dream true. Question- 3 Why did you fail in previous SSB attempt for repeaters? Also tell them what you did
for removing that weakness. This question is asked by the interviewer so many times. It is just a way to know
your personality. You must be confident and tell them about your passion for defence. Say that you will do
each and every thing to make your dreams come true. Question- 5 What if you could never make it defence?
Now main thing is that what can be the proper answer of this question. You should let them know about your
future plan properly. If you will say that you are not having any program, it can put a bad effect on your
selection. Be careful for this questions and answer after thinking properly. There are so many options after
12th for students, so interview wants to know if you would still try to join Defence or move on to the other
options. You have to tell about your queries which are essential for Officer. You must say that you are having
the Qualities which are essential for any officer and also explain it properly. Tell that you are liable and having
strength to take right decision at right time, which are main qualities for an officer. By selecting me, you can
give me the chance to prove my words. Question- 8 What is the role of defence forces in our country? If you
are going to apply for making career in defence forces, you must know the role of defence in India. It can be
asked by the interviewer while interview so you must tell everything about the defence. Must collect compete
information about the organization like their working, establishment and role etc. So you must be prepared for
answering this question. Interviewer asks so many diplomatic questions to check your strength. You first
impression must be good so you should have a good dressing sense, way of taking and look. While answering
you must be confident and positive. You can also use some identical example to let them understand your
point of view. You may join us on Facebook and Google Plus to get latest updates time to time. If you have
any query regarding information given here, please ask in comment that is given below. We will try our best
to solve your queries as soon as possible. You may also bookmark to our web portal for getting information
very firstly.
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